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The

Slavic Alphabets
Paul Cubberley

The
Traditionally the

first

historical

Slavic writing

is

background

credited to Constantine

—who, with

Cyril, the name he took on becoming a monk

led a mission from Byzantium to the

Moravian Slavs

—

also

known

as (St.)

his brother (St.) Methodius,

in the early 86os. In preparation,

they reputedly created an alphabet in which to write the liturgical texts in "Slavic."

no factual evidence of any writing of a Slavic language before
There are, however, many formal problems with this account,

There

is

around

the fact that

two alphabets were clearly "created" to

fit

that time.
all

centering

Slavic needs:

(table 27.1). Cyrillic presents little trouble: it is clearly
based on uncial (capital) Greek, and its problems are reduced to determining the origin of the letters which could not have come from Greek, such as those representing
Glagolitic and Cyrillic

the sounds

The
ular

[3, J,

tf,

ts],

which Greek did not have.

search for the formal origins of Glagolitic remains unsolved.

view has been

that the creator

was Constantine; the advantage of this view is

that

it

is

is

based on Greek cursive forms, and

much uncertainty

able

way

—

that

that

is,

is

very pop-

obviates the need

to find a formal model in some other alphabet. But most popular of all

GlagoHtic

One

that Glagolitic is a totally individual creation, the corollary being

about

many

most Glagolitic

it

is

the view that

predates Cyrillic. While there

of the derivations, the general principle seems prov-

letters

formally satisfying.

Glagolitic, in fact almost

that

can be derived from Greek cursive forms in a

Many

other "sources" have been suggested for

any alphabet which was around the relevant area

at the time;

however, none of these has been as generally accepted as the cursive Greek view.
Circumstantial arguments put forward to support the priority of Glagolitic over

CyriUic order include: the existence of palimpsests (reused manuscripts) with Cyrillic

superimposed on Glagolitic, but none in the other direction; the identification of linwhich unite the western (Macedonian) area with Glagolitic (e.g. no

guistic features

Turkisms), and the eastern (Bulgarian) area with Cyrillic (presence of Turkisms); and
the putative superiority of Glagolitic as representative of the early Slavic phonological system.

None of these features is really of any clear significance, and all have been

challenged.

The most

likely scenario is as follows: Glagolitic

was formed by the adaptation

of cursive Greek by some Slavs during the couple of centuries preceding the 86os;

346

it

was formalized by Constantine, who

also added letters for the

non-Greek sounds;

Constantine's disciples in Bulgaria (in the 890s) perceived Glagolitic as unsuitable

Church books and made up a new Slavic alphabet based on the "more dignified"
The remaining formal questions are then: Where did the added letters
come from in Glagolitic? and, Can we satisfactorily derive the non-Greek CyriUic
for

uncial Greek.

ones from the Glagolitic?

Of the many

Slavic sounds not existing in Greek, the most obvious are the pala-

—

and [b]; and of course many vowels, especially the nasals,
andjaf (low front e). Very little attempt has been made at finding sources for the vowel letters; most attempts at finding sources for the palatals and
tals [3,

tf,

J]

^but

also

thtjers (mid-high

f,

[ts]

u)

[ts] offer multiple sources, e.g. Coptic for [3] and Hebrew for [J], [tf], and [ts]. One
might suppose that when Constantine created the new Glagolitic letters, he would
have used some consistency in his choice of sources, and would as far as possible

have sought a single source for

these sounds; one might argue for

all

Armenian

as

such a source for the consonants, and Greek (variants) for the vowels (Cubberley
1982: 299-302).

As

for the Cyrillic versions of these Slavic sounds, there are

to allow a derivation

GlagoHtic
"b

"/u,

56, S/,

h Vf, A

^, ;^

—

^

from

Glagolitic.

m

respectively;

Q from

-e

,

-8

,

<€

,

Thus we can derive

s is the

same

enough

Cyrillic

in both; for the

^ z,

l|

similarities
c,

v c from

we

vowels

derive

^ respectively; while the symbol originally used

—

Cyrillic 'fe, Glagolitic A
has been confused through the many changes
and local reflexes of this Proto-Slavic sound (Cubberley 1984: 284-85).

for jaf (e)

The question of the naming of the two alphabets is a minor one and is probably
most simply explained by a confusion in the reporting of the creation of "the alphabet," since no early source talks clearly of two alphabets or uses either of these names
(except for one 11th-century one which appears to apply the

name

KoypHjiOBHii,a

kurilovica to Glagolitic). Sources usually talk only of the bukvica or azbuka (both
phabet'), with

of Cyril

no further

(kirillica

qualification.

'Cyrillic'),

Glagolitic (glagolica),

Only much

later did either

'al-

name, whether that

from Constantine's adopted monastic name, or

from glagol- ('word,

become

say'),

attached to one or the

other alphabet.

Forms of letters and phonological
The

it is

in old alphabets

been a good

original Glagolitic letters are regarded as having

system (Macedonian Slavic); unfortunately,
ters

fit

likely that

many

fit

for the original

of the original

let-

have been displaced through Cyrillic influence as well as confusion through the

early spread to other dialectal areas (Moravia, Serbia, Bulgaria). Cyrillic certainly ac-

quired one set of digraph and ligature from Greek, namely the forms

expanded on

this practice for

non-Greek sounds,

first

which in one of its origins came from a sequence like
written

first

as the digraph

t>i

or

-bM,

then the ligature

[s]

h

oy/8

in the case of the

+

[i],

(and

and

still

this

for [u].

vowel

It

[y],

sound became

later bi).

The original
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27. 1

:

Old Slavic Alphabets

^/.

wjj_/>^ X xv>fi-^

Slavic sequences of
el,

[i]

1 iiu/ oj^r-v V

n^

irvj^riir^ujj, 1

o

+ any vowel, which had by this time been reduced to [j] + vowi + vowel (w ja, \£je, ykj^, \^jq). Interesting

then became written as ligatures of

here

is K)

—which,

despite

an impossible sequence
with a

letter (not

its

shape, represents

ligature

first,

on the Cyrillic/Greek model

most

(^

[jo],

the latter

only sequence of

P

apparently a ligature) in Glagolitic,

actually represented a different sound at

by the

and not

[ju]

at that time. Further, this is the

and

;

may

this

likely [u], until this

u from

ligatures in Glagolitic are those with the nasal vowels

^

o + ^

3€

jq,

m

st,

most

signify that

it

was replaced

The only obvious
q, %£ jq, and these

^

ofms and t

usually taken to be a ligature

being

+ vowel

v).

One

too are taken to be later formations based on the Cyrillic model.
interest is the letter

still

[j]

final

form of

which looks pos-

t,

was an original Glagolitic
which became perceived as
the letter for the sequence [Jt] in the Bulgarian area and was interpreted as a ligature.
Its numerical value also indicates that its original place was different.
Also inherited from Greek was the use of the letters for numerical value; note that
sible for Cyrillic but not for Glagolitic;

form for a single sound

likely this

(the reflex of Proto-Slavic *//),

the Glagolitic letters have the values in their Slavic order, while Cyrillic follows the
inherited

Greek

order, including the Greek-only letters (the last four), with the non-

Greek letters/sounds assigned no numerical value. The numerical value was indicated
by a tittle over the letter(s), e.g. di = 1 1. The tittle also had the inherited Greek function of indicating an abbreviated

common

word,

e.g.

xcb = xpMCTOCb

xristos"

'Christ'.

As
Greek

for the order of letters,

letters,

Bb,mz, were

it

common

followed Greek for the

placed before them; the rest were added after the "omega" (o/cB
first,

letters;

seen as phonetic variants of Slavic sounds b

then the vowels; at the very end were placed the

letters for

<9,

v,

two nons Jz and

the consonants

non-Slavic sounds.

Glagolitic: Later history
After the

initial

period (to the end of the 9th century), Glagolitic continued to exist

alongside Cyrillic in the Bulgarian/Macedonian area, around the centers of Preslav

and Ohrid,

until the

beginning of the thirteenth century. However, Cyrillic steadily be-

came dominant throughout

the twelfth century.

(It

was during

this

period of coexist-

ence of Cyrillic and Glagolitic that Glagolitic underwent the above-mentioned
reverse influence from the increasingly popular Cyrillic in the shapes and variants of
several letters.) Glagolitic also survived for a couple of centuries in Serbia and Bosnia;

it

was even used

for limited periods, in

and Czech areas (i4th-i6th centuries).

Its

exclusively to the Croatian area, where
centuries

inated

—a somewhat paradoxical

it

some Church

practice only, in the Polish

subsequent history, though, belongs almost
not only survived but flourished for

situation, in that these

were

the areas early

many
dom-

by the Roman church. In fact, Glagolitic became the symbol of some indepenit was tolerated by Rome as a small concession permitting its

dence from Rome, and

:y^y
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continued influence in the Balkans;

from the mid

it

even acquired

official administrative status

thirteenth century.

Formally, there was a gradual change in the lettershapes: from the original round
style, there

was a

shift first to a slightly

more square shape, and

finally to the typical

Croatian very square shape.
Glagolitic continued to be used in Croatia until the early nineteenth century, especially

on the Adriatic

ministrative functions,

islands; during that time

such as Venice, Tubingen, and Rome. As
in

Rome. However,

it

acquired a cursive form in

its

ad-

and was printed in Church books in several major centers,
late as

1893 a Glagolitic Missal was printed

Glagolitic ceased to be very active outside the church

from the

seventeenth century.

Sample of Old Church Slavonic
Place of stress and nature of pitch are insufficiently clear, so these have not been

marked
/.

in the transcription.
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